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Evidence of massive stars: very recent PSR J0740+6620, M=2.14
 
M

sun
 

(1904.06759) Stiff EoS!!

Possible small radii: 
R

1.4 
<12km

QLMXB, constant R model, 
Guillot et al 1905.01081Guillot et al 1905.01081

(without priors on 
nuclear symmetry energy)
Soft EoS!!

Possible large radii: 

Thermal emission of 
PSRJ0437-4715 1904.1211

ApJ 762 (2013) 96

Stiff EoS!!

Masses and RadiiMasses and Radii

Steiner et al MNRAS 2018Steiner et al MNRAS 2018

Indication of strong phase 
transition



  

Other (possible) 
intriguing results

Bimodal spin distribution in 
LMXBs ? ApJ 850 (2017) 106

Bimodal mass distribution in millisecond pulsars?  “...not a 
result of the recycling process, but rather reflects 
differences in the NS birth masses”
(Tauris et al, ApJ 2017)(Tauris et al, ApJ 2017)

Are massive compact stars
formed by massive blue giant stars through quark 
deconfinement ?
(Fischer et al, nat.astron.2018)(Fischer et al, nat.astron.2018)

Overlap region 1.6M
sun

Correlation between neutron skin thickness and radii / tidal 
deformability.
A (to be confirmed) tension between lab and astro 
measurements: stiff EoS in atomic nuclei, soft EoS implied 
by GW170817, PRL 120 (2018) 172702



  

Very stiff EoS disfavoured by GW170817.
Nucleonic EoSs (with R

1.4
 ≈12km) such as Sly and 

APR4 seem to be fine !!
… but…considering for instance Sly 
(Douchin&Haensel 2001):

1) 1.4M
sun

- 3ρ
0 
(central density)

2) 2M
sun  

 - 9ρ
0 
(central density)

PRL 119 (2017)

Really just nucleons?
Hyperons puzzle, delta isobars puzzle…

Stiff ? Soft ? (huge literature)
A firm point: hypernuclei do exist (though unstable) !! Λ baryons 

are bound in nuclear matter.
Those particles must be taken into account in the calculations 

and not just artificially excluded.

v>c causality 
violated



  

Two viable solutions to the hyperon puzzle

1) Hyperons (and Delta) do take 
place but R

1.4 
> 12 km (large 

nuclear matter skewness allows to 
reach large masses)

2) Hyperons do not 
form (strong repulsion)
 but R

1.4 
> 13 km

Central densities smaller 
than about 4n

0

See Li & Sedrakian ApJ 2019See Li & Sedrakian ApJ 2019

Lonardoni et al PRL 2015Lonardoni et al PRL 2015



  

Two families of compact stars?

Hadronic stars would fulfill the small 
radii limits while strange stars would 
fulfill the large masses/radii limits. 
Note: at fixed baryon mass, strange 
stars could be energetically 
convenient even if the radius is larger 
than the corresponding hadronic star 
configuration.

Hadronic matter: SFHo+hyperons+deltas
Quark matter: MIT bag model or constant 
speed of sound EoS
1) Transition to quark matter only when 
enough hyperons are present in the core 
(masses larger than about 1.5M

sun
)

2) Speed of sound does not need to reach 
values close to the causal limit (as in all the 
one family scenario!!). The conformal limit of 
1/3 is naturally obtained.

1 parameter
1905.04681



  

Relation between average tidal deformability and radii:

While for the standard one family scenario, 
a tidal deformability larger than 400 implies 
a radius larger than about 12km, within the 
two families scenario (and the twin stars 
scenario) it is possible to fulfill the 
constraints on the tidal deformability from 
GW170817 and to obtain at the same time 
radii smaller than about 11km (thus closer to 
some observational analyses on radii). This 
is due to the large difference in radii of the 
two components of the mixed binary 
system.

Radice et al APJL 852 (2017) 29

Estimates of lower limit on the average tidal 
deformability from the amount of KN ejecta: dynamical 
ejecta+mass of the disk as obtained from numerical 
simulations. It should be larger than about 400.

(Burgio et al. ApJ 860 (2018) 139



  

Complicated (rich) merger phenomenology 
Astrophys.J 881 (2019) 122Astrophys.J 881 (2019) 122

Three types of merger depending on the 
total mass and on the mass asymmetry:
1) HS-HS
2) HS-QS
3) QS-QS 
These three cases have three different 
values for the threshold mass above 
which a prompt collapse is obtained. 
M

threshold
  scales almost linearly with the 

compactness of the maximum mass 
configuration ( see Bauswein MNRAS 2017).

Population synthesis analysis:

10-3/year within D=100Mpc

1) QS-QS rare
2) GW170817 plausible 
as HS-QS



  

HS-HS merger simulations
-Simulations by using the Einstein toolkit & 
Lorene 
-Polytropic approximation for the EoS
-Thermal adiabatic index
- Two EoSs: SFHo and SFHo with the 
inclusion of hyperons and delta resonances
-) Symmetric systems with 7+13 total mass 
values

Model: 1.18 vs 1.18 SFHo-HD 
Collapse time 4ms.



  

Key points of the two families Key points of the two families 
scenario:scenario:  

1) A merger would always produce at some 
stage a strange star (stable or unstable) but 
for the case of the prompt collapse
2) In the cases of prompt collapse, the 
remnant collapses within t

c
 ~ few ms which is 

comparable with the time needed for the 
turbulent conversion of the hadronic star, t

turb  

(again few ms, Drago et al 2015) 
3) In the cases of prompt collapse the relevant 
M

max 
 is not the maximum mass of strange 

stars but the maximum mass of hadronic stars 
which is in our scenario of the order of 
1.5 - 1.6 M

sun 

We expect therefore to have a large number 
of cases in which the prompt collapse occurs.

 

Conversion of a cold, non-rotating Conversion of a cold, non-rotating 
hadronic starhadronic star
 (Pagliara et al 2013)



  

Estimates of mass dynamically ejected and mass left in the 
disk.
Values up to 0.01 M

sun 
 (SFHo and SFHo-HD)for the first and 

up to 0.1M
sun

 for the latter (for SFHo).
Non linear relation between the maximum of ejected mass 
and the total mass of the system.

Main prediction of the two families scenario:
Threshold mass for the prompt collapse of about 2.5M

sun 
 for 

HS-HS systems thus smaller than the mass associated with 
GW170817 (2.73M

sun
). 

1) GW170817 is interpreted as a HS-QS system
2) A single detection of a merger with total mass 
smaller than 2.73 M

sun 
 but lacking the EM counterpart 

(no shortGRB + no or very faint KN) would be 
interpreted as due to a HS-HS merger

How many cases of prompt 
collapses ?
Estimates using the mass 
distribution of DNS systems
ApJ852(2018)L32



  

Oscillations of the 
remnant are 
associated with 
outward 
propagating 
shocks which 
drive matter 
ejection

M
tot 

<   the threshold mass
When a prompt collapse is not realised, the remnant lives for a time scale larger than about a 
few ms, the formation of hyperons would trigger the conversion to quark matter which helps to 
stabilize  the star and would result in a dramatic change of its structure.

Turbulent 
conversion of 
the star
(PRD87 
(2013), 
103007)



  

Postmerger GWs

If the postmerger signal will be detected in the 
future:
For HS-HS systems the frequency of the f

2 
mode is 

about 1kHz higher than the frequency of the same 
mode in the case of the one-family scenario (SFHo) 
and it should evolve towards smaller frequencies 
during the formation of the quark star.



  

Strangelets released by the mergerStrangelets released by the merger
Bucciantini et al. 1908.02501Bucciantini et al. 1908.02501

1)Condition to create a fragment:  Weber number We larger than 1. We=(ρ/σ) v2
turb

 d (mass 
density, surface tension, turbulent velocity and drop size). By assuming v2 

turb
     to scale 

(Kolmogorov) with v2
0 

  (d/d
0 
)5/3  where d

0 
 ~1km and v

0  
~0.1c , we obtain d ~1mm and thus A ~ 

1039  very big fragments. Those fragments are part of the tidal ejecta (cold matter, order of 10-4 
M

sun 
) , the corresponding flux is so small that it is very unlikely to directly detect strangelets or to 

allow for capture by MS stars.
2) Ejecta produced by the shock waves and evaporation of the accretion torus. Several 
processes: neutron evaporation and absorption, neutrino cooling and absortpion, chemical 
unbalances w.r.t. the strangeness...

For T<5MeV neutron 
reabsorption 
dominates over 
evaporation.
T>5 MeV:
efficient evaporation 
(time scales of ms) 
for the typical 
temperatures 
reached in shock 
heated material. 



  

Conclusions

● The two-families scenario is a phenomenological model aiming at 
explaining the possible existence of very massive and very small 
compact stars.

● It has several distinctive signatures. At variance with the one-
family scenario and the twin-star (hybrid stars) scenario:

-) massive stars have large radii (at variance with one-family or 
twin-stars scenario in which the radius gets smaller and smaller 
for increasing mass )

-) merger of two compact stars can lead to a prompt collapse 
even for total masses below 2.73Msun  (i.e the mass of the source 
of GW170817 ) if the two stars are hadronic stars

-) bimodal distributions (for masses, spin, moment of inertia) are 
expected (work in progress)



  



  




  

Parameters space of two-families
Drago et al, Astr.Nach. 2019

A simple study with constant speed of 
sound quark matter



  

Comparison between a soft and 
stiff equation of state (Shibata et 
al 2017)

Computations of mass ejected 
not yet completely under control: 
for instance the neutrino 
transport is modeled by simple 
leakage schemes.

Constraints from 
the amount of 
matter ejected



  

Average tidal deformability

Radice et al APJL 2017

From numerical simulations: an empirical 
relation between the average tidal deformability 
and the sum of the mass ejected and the mass 
of the accreting disk.
Estimate of the lower limit on the average tidal 
deformability ~ 400 

Annala et al PRL 2018Use of chiral effective theory results for subsaturation 
densities and pQCD calculations at (very) high densities 
and interpolate between them with pieceweise polytropes

2M
sun 

limit and constraints on the tidal deformability 
obtained with GW170817 : 400< L <800 for a 1.4 
M

sun 
. 

Its radius 12.2km<R12.2km<R
1.4 1.4 <13.4km<13.4km

(tension with small radii measurements)(tension with small radii measurements)



  

By using the binary mass By using the binary mass 
distribution distribution (from Kiziltan 2013)(from Kiziltan 2013)

we can calculate we can calculate 
the probabilities the probabilities 
of prompt collapses in the two of prompt collapses in the two 
families scenario and in the one families scenario and in the one 
family scenario.family scenario.

Mass threshold for prompt collapse Mass threshold for prompt collapse 

In the two families scenario, if the two stars are both hadronic 
stars, it is very easy to obtain a prompt collapse.  
The possibility of mixed systems, a quark star and a hadronic 
star, could lead to a non-monotonic behavior of the threshold 
mass as a function of the total mass (same total mass could 
lead to a prompt collapse or to a hypermassive/supramassive 
remnant).

Drago&Pagliara ApJL 2018



  

Bauswein et al 2016

The GW frequency of the leading The GW frequency of the leading 
oscillation mode of the remnant as a oscillation mode of the remnant as a 
function of the total mass of the function of the total mass of the 
binary: jump in correspondence of binary: jump in correspondence of 
the threshold mass of the HS-HS the threshold mass of the HS-HS 
systemsystem

If post-merger signal will be detected:



  

Speed of sound

ApJ 860 (2018) 149



  

Two families of compact stars? 
(exercise with constant speed of sound quark EoS, Dondi et al 2016)

Three 
parameters:
Speed of 
sound, energy 
density and 
baryon density 
at pressure=0

Hadronic stars would fulfill the small radii limits while strange stars would fulfill 
the large masses limits. Note: at fixed baryon mass, strange stars could be 
energetically convenient even if the radius is larger than the corresponding 
hadronic star configuration.

RMF model for 
hadronic matter



  

… … is this surprising?is this surprising?

Also at finite density Also at finite density 
the quark matter the quark matter 
equation of state equation of state 
should be stiffer than should be stiffer than 
the hadronic equation the hadronic equation 
of state in which new of state in which new 
particles are produced particles are produced 
as the density as the density 
increasesincreases

Heavy ions physics: Heavy ions physics: (Kolb & Heinz 2003)(Kolb & Heinz 2003)

Hadron resonance gas Hadron resonance gas 
p=e/6p=e/6

p=e/3 massless p=e/3 massless 
quarksquarks



  

FragmentationFragmentation

Condition to create a fragment: Weber number We larger than 1

We=(r/s)) v2
turb

 d (mass density, surface tension, turbulent velocity and 
drop size). By assuming v2 

turb
     to scale (Kolmogorov) with 

v2
0 

  (d/d
0 
)5/3  where d

0 
 ~1km and v

0  
~0.1c , we obtain d ~1mm and thus 

A ~ 1039  very big fragments. There will be a further “reprocessing” via 
collisions, turbulence, evaporation … very difficult problem!! 
There will be a distribution of mass number, with a minimum value 
which is probably much higher than 103 .

Depending on the size, different strangelets can act as seeds for the 
conversion of stars into strange stars (astrophysical argument againts 
the Witten's hyp.).

Work in progress

Work in progress



  

Capture of strangelets by stars and conversionCapture of strangelets by stars and conversion

Stopping force due elastic interaction 
with atoms

Interaction with the ion 
lattice

Our upper limit on 
the strange matter 
density

Our initial A

Main sequence stars: the most important limit. A 
strangelet can sit in the center of the star and “wait” for 
the core collapse SN and the neutronization. This 
would trigger the conversion of all protoneutron stars 
into strange stars.
But: 
1) due to the 10 MeV temperature of the SN they 
could evaporate
2) Not clear if fragmentation can work over ten 
orders of magnitude. Work in progress.

Madsen 1989Madsen 1989



  

Strange star mergers from population synthesis Strange star mergers from population synthesis 
(Wiktorowicz et al 2017)(Wiktorowicz et al 2017)

StarTrack code by Belczynski 2002StarTrack code by Belczynski 2002

Two families scenario: maximum mass of 
hadronic stars 1.5-1.6 M

sun 
Massive stars are 

strange stars.

A small modification of the mass distribution 
around 1.4M

sun

Simulation of 2 millions binaries with three different metallicities, statistical distributions 
of progenitor masses, binary separation, eccentricities and natal kicks. 

Drago et al 2014
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